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We report on the use of non-equillibrium biocatalytic self-assembly and gelation to guide the reductive synthesis of gold nanoparticles. We show that 

biocatalytic rates simultaneously dictate supramolecular order and presentation of reductive phenols which in turn results in size control of nanoparticles 

that are formed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Supramolecular self-assembly provides tremendous opportunities for design of functional materials with tunable properties.
1-4 

In addition 
to chemical design of building blocks, it is increasingly appreciated that the self-assembly pathway determines structure (and therefore 
function). This is especially the case for gel phase materials which have restricted molecular dynamics and are easily locked in various 
kinetically trapped states.

5-10 
(Bio-) catalytic self-assembly of supramolecular gels

11-13 
provides a convenient approach to enable kinetic 

control of supramolecular structures by simply varying the catalyst concentration
14

, which controls the rate of production of self-
assembling building blocks from non-assembling precursors. The supramolecular structures formed may provide opportunities to control 
chemical reactions in dynamic nanostructured environments. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that transient formation of nanoparticle 
aggregates opens up new opportunities to control chemical reactions in dynamically changing confined space.

15 

Noble metal nanoparticles are of interest to a wide range of applications in sensing, imaging, therapeutics and diagnostics due to their 
size-tunable optical properties.

16, 17 
There is a growing interest in soft templating approaches for the synthesis of these nanomaterials

18-21 

Molecular self-assembly approaches, including a number of organogelators
22, 23

 and hydrogelators
24, 25

 have been used for shape-controlled 
synthesis of the gold nanoparticles. Peptides and peptide derivatives provide promising templating materials for directing the nanoparticle 
formation due to their self-assembly propensity and chemical versatility

19
 potentially enabling  templates with precisely controlled 

chemical functionality and structure. In addition to spatial features, which may be influenced by templating, kinetic aspects are key to the 
controlled formation of particles of defined size. In this context, biocatalytic growth of gold NPs in presence of glucose/glucose oxidase was 
reported,

 26
 where biocatalytic formation of H2O2 controls the growth of gold nanoparticles.  



 

Figure 1. (A) Biocatalytic hydrolysis of Fmoc-FYp-OH to form self-assembling Fmoc-FY-OH. (B) Reduction of the gold chloride Au (III) to gold 
nanoparticle Au(0) in the hydrogel template where a coupled electron transfer mechanism occurs at –OH group of tyrosine. (C) Schematic 
of free energy landscape showing kinetic controlled fiber formation and nanoparticle reduction at different phosphatase concentrations. 

 

 

Figure 2: Biocatalytic self-assembly enables pathway controlled assembly and gelation. A) HPLC results for the enzymatic 

dephosphorylation, at different enzyme concentrations. At all enzyme concentrations, > 90 % peptide conversion was eventually observed 

so the final concentration of Fmoc-FY is similar in each system. B) Fluorescence spectroscopy after 24h of addition of enzyme at different 

concentrations. C) Corresponding Circular Dichroism (CD) spectra. (D) With increase in enzyme concentration there is enhancement of peak 

due to Fmoc- moiety (305 nm). (E) Transmission electron microscopy data of the nanofibers at different enzyme concentrations. One unit 

(U) will hydrolyze 1.0 µM of P-Nitrophenyl Phosphate to P-Nitrophenol and Phosphate at pH 9.8 at 37 °C; corresponds to 1 µl. 

Existing methods till now, aimed at obtaining size control of nanoparticles formation typically focused on changes in chemical structures 
of templating agents. Here, we introduced a kinetic element of organic templating of inorganic nanoparticles formation where the 
chemical structures are identical, but their conversion to nanostructured fiber varies which give rise to kinetic control. In brief, we 
demonstrate the use of biocatalytic assembly to control simultaneously the rate of production of self-assembling structures and 
presentation of reductive phenol groups by dephosphorylation- this results in a tunable reaction environment, giving rise to kinetic 
controlled templating to control the size and optical properties of metal nanoparticles grown in gels (Figure 1).  
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The supramolecular hydrogel system used for the study was based on a previously reported aromatic dipeptide amphiphile,
27

where the 
dipeptide sequence was phenylalanine-tyrosine (FY), which was connected at the N-terminus to the hydrophobic aromatic 
fluorenylmethoxy carbonyl (Fmoc) group. We previously demonstrated the supramolecular transition from a micellar solution to a fibrous 
hydrogel network.

28 
Upon dephosphorylation by alkaline phosphatase (ALP) Fmoc-FY self-assembles through a combination of π-π stacking 

between the Fmoc groups as well as hydrogen bonding interactions between the peptide backbones
27 

to form a fibrous network, resulting 
in gelation. 

First, kinetic controlled supramolecular gelation was studied, by simply varying the biocatalyst concentration in biocatalytic self-assembly 
of Fmoc-FY. The concentration of phosphatase was varied to influence the rate of hydrolysis of the phosphate ester to obtain kinetic 
pathway control, as previously demonstrated using a related (bio-)catalytic self-assembly approach.

11 
A range of enzyme concentrations 

was used from 20-150 U (One unit (U) will hydrolyze 1.0 µM of P-Nitrophenyl Phosphate to P-Nitrophenol and Phosphate at pH 9.8 at 37 
deg C; corresponds to 1 µl). The yield of the final hydrolyzed product was analyzed by high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). In each 
case, a near-complete conversion was observed (~90%) within 24 h, irrespective of enzyme concentration, indicating that final 
concentrations of gelator were identical (Figure 2A). As expected, the biocatalytic conversion rate was found to be significantly influenced 
by the phosphatase concentration. Stable, self-supporting gels were observed (Figure 2E (inset)) in each case. To assess the effects of 
assembly kinetics on molecular self-assembly at different phosphatase concentrations, we performed fluorescence spectroscopy (Figure 
2B) after 24h of phosphatase addition to the reaction precursor (Fmoc-FYp-OH). With increase in phosphatase concentration, the 
fluorescence intensity due to Fmoc- moiety decreases (as indicated by quenching at 348 nm band), indicating the formation of Fmoc-
aggregates.

28
 In addition to fluorescence spectroscopy, Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was performed, in order to gain insights into 

the supramolecular chiral environments of the aromatic chromophore (Fmoc-) within the self-assembled structures of Fmoc-FY-OH at 
different concentrations of phosphatase. CD spectra (Figure 2C) can provide information on the relative orientation of fluorenyl- moiety in 
the self-assembled supramolecular structures through its characteristics CD signals at 305 nm.

11
 From the CD results it can be concluded 

that with increase in phosphatase concentration, supramolecular chirality of the self-assembled structures is systematically enhanced 
(Figure 2D).

 10
 

Nanoscale morphology was characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), revealing nanofiber-like morphology with varying 
lengths up to micrometer scale and 20-30 nm in diameter (Figure 2E, S6). At lower phosphatase concentration (20 and 80 U/mL) relatively 
longer, thicker and less dense nanofibers were observed. At higher phosphatase concentrations (120 and 150 U/mL) thinner, shorter 
nanofibers were observed with higher fibrous density (Figure S6). Similar behavior of the nanostructures (longer fibers at lower enzyme 
concentrations) was previously observed using variable esterase concentrations to trigger supramolecular assembly of Fmoc-dipeptides.

11
 

Thus, despite similar hydrogelator composition after 24h (> 90 %), the morphology and physical and chemical properties of the hydrogels 
can be tuned by controlling the rate of self-assembly (i.e. rate of dephosphorylation) by changing the concentration of biocatalyst.

12
 

Tyrosine was used previously as an effective reducing agent
29, 30

 for Au (III) to Au (0). We explored the possibility of using enzymatically 
produced Fmoc-FY-OH as in situ formed reducing agent for Au (III), followed by the stabilization of the particles by the formed 
nanostructures (Figure 1). We envisage that the dynamics of the biocatalytic self-assembly process can be utilized in the controlled 
synthesis of gold (Au) nanoparticles. Reduction was carried out under physiological conditions by adding yellow colored Au (III) chloride 
solution (20 µl; 50 mM) at the start of the assembly process. The color changed from yellow to pink/purple within 24-48h, depending up on 
the enzyme concentration, suggesting a controlled generation of the nanoparticles (Figure 3A) which could be related to the self-assembly 
kinetics at different phosphatase concentrations. At lower phosphatase concentration (20 U), a change in colour was observed (from 
yellow to purple) in absence of gelation. At higher phosphatase concentrations, we observed coloured,self-supporting hydrogels (Figure 
3A). The effect of the dynamics of the self-assembly was also reflected in the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band for the Au 
nanoparticles. We found a SPR peak for 20 U enzyme, at 549 nm, which gradually blue shifted (lower wavelength) at 536 nm on increasing 
concentration of the enzyme up to 150 U (Figure 3B, 3D). This can be attributed to the formation of different sized nanoparticles.  
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Figure 3. A) Digital images of gold nanoparticle formation with different enzyme concentrations that influence the rate of 
dephosphorylation. B) UV-visible spectra show different SPR bands of the Au nanoparticles with different enzyme concentrations 
corresponding to different size of the particles. C) DLS size distribution spectra of the Au nanoparticles at different enzyme concentrations. 
D) Correlation curve of the absorption maximum of the UV-vis spectra of Au nanoparticles with concentrations of the enzyme used.  

We carried out the dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies to determine the size of the particles formed. DLS was performed after filtering 
the diluted sample in a 150 nm filter to remove the peptide nanofibers (the size of the nanofibers were in micrometer range; Figure 2E). 
DLS (Figure 3C) shows that, with increase in phosphatase concentration the size of the Au nanoparticles decreases and the size distribution 
also narrows for the highest enzyme concentration tested. This observation can be explained by the mechanism of the particle formation 
that at high enzyme concentration, at early time points, there are more free phenolic hydroxyl groups available for the reduction and 
nucleation of the particles, which is reflected in the smaller size of the particles. Transmission electron microscope also confirms the size 
dependence (Figure S7). At higher enzyme concentration (150U), we found smaller particles (35-45 nm) (Figure S7A). Similarly with 
decrease in enzyme concentration 120U, 80 and 20U we found 45-70 nm, 55-80 nm and 70-110 nm particle size respectively as 
demonstrated in Figure S7B,C,D respectively.  

To assess the role of kinetics, the biocatalytic conversion and the initial rate of self-assembly in the size control, chemical self-assembly of 
Fmoc-FY (synthesized as compiled in Figure S1; synthetic details and characterization (NMR) are provided in supporting information 
(Figures S1-S5).) was explored by dissolving the peptide (20 mM) in aqueous solution at a final pH 8. Upon addition of Au (III) chloride 
solution, initially the reaction mixture became colourless (Au (I)), and then it turned into pink/red/violet (Au (0)), At high Au (III) 
concentration (20mM; [Fmoc-FY-OH]:[Au(III)] = 1:1), the reduction was found to be incomplete and it lead to the formation of colourless 
Au (I). By reducing the concentration of Au (III), the reduction reached to the completion to Au (0) to form Au nanoparticles. The reduction 
was found to be fast and the color changes take place in 2 h (Figure S8A). These particles were found to be further stabilized by the self-
assembled hydrogel network. They showed a broad surface plasmon resonance band at ~515 nm, characteristics of Au nanoparticles 
(Figure S8B). In order to examine whether the presence of enzyme protein (present at varying concentration and proteins have been used 
before to template NP formation 

31
) plays a role in determining the size of nanoparticles, we added different phosphatase concentrations 

(20-150U) to Fmoc-FY-OH solution during the self-assembly process (i.e. the enzyme is a spectator here, as no dephosphorylation is 
required). UV-vis was performed on all the samples after 48h. It was found out that all the samples have a broad SPR band around 510-515 
nm, suggesting that, it is the biocatalytic self-assembly kinetics and not the protein concentration that controls the size of the gold 
nanoparticles formed. The sizes of the nanoparticles are found to be in the range of (10-15 nm) using electron microscopy (Figure S8C). In 
another control experiment to confirm whether enzyme phosphatase itself has any role in reduction of gold chloride, we added different 
concentrations of phosphatase (20U-150U) to gold chloride solution without any peptide. We observed no gold nanoparticle formation as 
there is no absorption for gold nanoparticles as seen in UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure S9). 

In order to establish whether the catalytic controlled exposure of phenol groups alone is responsible for the size control of the particles 
formed, we used a water-soluble analogue O-phospho-L-tyrosine to investigate the role of gelation on the size and properties of the 
nanoparticles formed. The molecule can be hydrolyzed by phosphatase thereby exposing a tyrosine moiety but does not form a nanofiber 
network (Figure S10). Phosphatase was used to cleave the phosphate group to reveal the soluble tyrosine residue. A change in color from 
yellow to blue was observed (Figure S10B) and using UV-vis spectroscopy after 48h of adding the Au (III) chloride solutions we observe a 
broad SPR band (Figure S10C). TEM analysis revealed that, although there are some nanoclusters formed (due to reduction by tyrosine 
moiety), they do not have any definite size and shape (Figure S10D).  

It could be concluded from these control experiments that while the concentration of phosphatase play a role in controlling the size of the 
nanoparticles, the presence of hydrogel (as a template) is essential in stabilizing the nanoparticles formed with monodispersity of the gold 
nanoparticles enhanced in presence of hydrogel network (Figure S11). Notably, the nanoparticles formed within a hydrogel template are 
stable for months, whereas the nanoparticles formed without any hydrogel network are not stable and the particle settle down in the 
bottom of the glass vial after few days (Figure S12).This suggests the significance of the fibrous network for the synthesis and stabilization 
of the nanoparticles where aggregation is avoided through association of particles with the nanofibers that are formed which act to 
stabilize the synthesized nanoparticles.   

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, a novel approach for the synthesis of gold nanoparticles has been reported where the kinetically controlled biocatalytic 
assembly of an aromatic dipeptide amphiphile (Fmoc-FY-OH) (both chemical and enzymatic) gave rise to formation of a kinetically tunable 
template for formation of gold nanoparticles. The biocatalytic process and presence of the hydrogel template have cooperative effects and 
enable the size of the nanoparticles to be tuned by varying the concentrations of the biocatalyst i.e. higher the concentration of the 
enzyme, smaller the size of the nanoparticle. This work provides a novel methodology for the synthesis of metal nanoparticles and more 
generally it shows that non-equilibrium, pathway selective assembly brings new opportunities for formation of supramolecular materials 
with tunable structure and functionality. 

Supporting Information 
Electronic Support Information is available: Figures S1-S12. This material is available free of charge via internet.  
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